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Introduction
This paper has to do with a question that is important for the future of the Hemisphere: namely,
what to do about the Organization of American States (OAS)? On February 23, 2010, heads of state
from throughout Latin America and the Caribbean met in Cancún and formed a new organization:
the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC). It has the same membership as
the OAS, but without the United States and Canada, and it includes Cuba.
The new organization is expected to have another summit meeting in December, and this paper is
written for that meeting. Although some have maintained that CELAC is not meant to displace the
OAS, it will inevitably – if it succeeds – do that to some degree. This paper shows that an
organization independent of Washington’s influence is both necessary and desirable, especially for
the furtherance of democracy in the Hemisphere.
Although this paper is by its nature rather technical, the basic issues are not complicated. It calls into
question, in a very serious manner, the conduct of the OAS in its unprecedented action that reversed
the electoral result of the first round in Haiti’s most recent election. As has been noted previously,
this decision was not based on statistical inference from the electoral data.1 This paper goes further,
and shows that the OAS decision was inconsistent with the electoral data. If the OAS decision was
made for political reasons – as appears to be the case – it raises serious questions about the OAS as
an independent arbiter of electoral or other disputes that arise in the hemisphere. It also indicates
that the hemisphere may need a new multilateral organization to safeguard the rights of people in
Latin America and the Caribbean to freely choose their own governments, and to democracy and
self-determination more generally.
In Haiti, the most impoverished and potentially most vulnerable country in the Hemisphere, the
OAS has already had a checkered past even before this most recent episode. In the May 2000
election, the OAS had – like other observers – described the May 2000 elections as “a great success
for the Haitian population, which turned out in large and orderly numbers to choose both their local
and national government.”2 But then, as a campaign led by Washington (along with Canada and
France) to destabilize and ultimately overthrow Haiti’s elected government ensued, the OAS
changed its position and contributed to the efforts of these governments to portray the election as
illegitimate. As Paul Farmer of Harvard’s Medical School, currently Bill Clinton’s Deputy Special
Envoy for Haiti at the United Nations, testified to the U.S. Congress last summer, the United States
“sought . . . to block bilateral and multilateral aid to Haiti, having an objection to the policies and
views of the administration of Jean-Bertrand Aristide. . . Choking off assistance for development
and for the provision of basic services also choked off oxygen to the government, which was the
intention all along: to dislodge the Aristide administration."3
This de-legitimation of the 2000 election, which was not based on any significant flaws in the
electoral process itself, was a crucial element in bringing about the 2004 coup against the elected
government. The OAS therefore contributed significantly to this destabilization and overthrow of
democratic government in Haiti.
1 Weisbrot and Johnston (2011).
2 Organization of American States (2000) and Orlando Sentinel (2000).
3 Weisbrot (2011b).
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This paper focuses on Haiti’s most recent presidential election, the first round of which took place
on November 28, 2010. According to the official results from the Conseil Electoral Provisoire
(Haiti’s Provisional Electoral Council, CEP), former first lady Mirlande Manigat took first place,
with the government’s candidate, Jude Célestin in second; Michel Martelly, a popular musician came
in third. But the margin separating second and third place was just 0.7 percent of the vote; and there
was widespread fraud, including ballot-stuffing, missing ballots, voter intimidation, and other abuses.
A second round was mandated by law because no single candidate had won an absolute majority.
The OAS was asked to help resolve the dispute over the election, and appointed an “Expert
Verification Mission” to examine the results. Six of the seven experts were from the United States,
Canada, and France -- the three governments that had led the effort to overthrow Haiti’s
government in 2004. (France is not a member of the OAS, but has Permanent Observer status.) In
January the draft report of the Mission was leaked to the press, and the final report – which did not
differ significantly from the draft – was published. The OAS Mission recommended reversing the
results of the first round, putting Martelly in second place and Célestin in third. As we showed in
our analysis of that report, the Mission did not establish any legal, statistical, or other logical basis
for its conclusions.4
The two biggest flaws in the OAS Mission’s report were that (1) it did not use any statistical
inference from the sample of 919 tally sheets that it had examined, in order to draw a conclusion
about the whole set of tally sheets, and most importantly, (2) it did not take into account the 1053
tally sheets, or 9.5 percent of the total, that were missing.
Of course, if the missing votes were from areas that were not different in their voting preferences
from the recorded votes, there would be no problem. But there was no effort on the part of the
Mission to verify this; and a preliminary analysis that we did5 found that the missing votes did come
from areas that were more pro-Célestin than the general electorate.
The present study expands upon our previous papers in two ways. First, it shows that as a matter of
logic, the OAS Mission’s exclusion of 234 ballot sheets cannot be shown to have produced a result
that could, as the Mission claims, “bring the preliminary results of the presidential elections in line
with the intent of the voters who cast their votes.” As shown in this paper, it may just as likely have
brought the results further away from the intent of the voters.
Second, this study uses statistical inference – as the OAS did not do in its report – to estimate the
possible results for the missing votes, given the large amount of information available from the vote
totals for the various Voting Centers, Sections, Communes, and Departments. By using this
information and a set of standard statistical methods, it is possible to delineate a range of estimates
for the missing votes. These estimates show that under any plausible assumptions about what set of
tally sheets should be excluded for suspected fraud, there is no statistical basis for what the OAS
mission decided: i.e., their decision to reverse the results of the first round of the elections.
This result, however technical, is of vital importance to considering the role of the OAS going
forward, and in what areas it needs to be replaced by the CELAC. It shows that the OAS cannot be
relied upon as a neutral, independent arbiter of electoral disputes, because of the control of its
administration by the United States government and its allies.
4 Weisbrot and Johnston (2011).
5 Johnston and Weisbrot (2011).
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The evidence for political motivation for the OAS decision in this episode is quite plentiful. First, it
should be noted how unusual, and perhaps unprecedented, it is for any electoral body to reverse the
results of an election without a recount. Normally, a disputed election result is either: accepted;
rejected and the election is re-run; or a recount is done, and the results changed in accordance with
the recount if it is believed to be a more accurate count. An electoral body does not simply change
the results of an election, and especially in the way that it was done here – namely by throwing out a
sample of tally sheets.
Second, there was enormous political pressure brought to bear by the United States and its allies –
the same countries who dominated the OAS Mission – for Haiti’s CEP to accept the Mission’s
reversal of the first round election results. In a UN Security Council debate on January 20, U.S.
Ambassador to the U.N. Susan Rice threatened Haiti with a possible cut-off of aid if the
government did not accept the Mission’s recommendations. The United Nations and France also
issued statements pressuring the Haitian government to accept the OAS analysis.6 According to
multiple reports, the “the international community …. threatened Préval with immediate exile if he
does not bow to their interpretation of election results."7
More recently, a series of leaked U.S. diplomatic cables document and explain Washington’s animus
against Préval, and therefore the candidate that he endorsed in Haiti’s election.8
Our conversations with OAS officials reinforced the idea that the OAS decision to reverse the
results of the election was a political one rather than an attempt to settle the dispute without
prejudice. At a panel discussion in Washington, D.C., Fritz Scheuren, the lead statistician for the
OAS Mission and the President of the American Statistical Association, acknowledged that the OAS
Mission did not do any statistical inference in order to estimate what the result might have been had
they examined the other 92 percent of tally sheets that they did not examine.9
In a meeting with Mr. Scheuren on February 14, 2011, he acknowledged that despite his
involvement in many elections, he had never seen a case where an election result was reversed
without a recount. When asked why the Mission had not done any analysis of the missing votes, he
said that they had done so, and found – as CEPR had at that time – that the missing votes were in
areas that were on average more pro-Célestin than the general electorate. However, he said that the
Mission had decided not to include this information in its report.
For all of these reasons, a rigorous statistical analysis showing that the OAS Mission had no basis for
its decision to reverse the first-round results of Haiti’s 2010-2011 presidential election is important.

6 Center for Economic and Policy Research (2011b).
7 Weisbrot (2011).
8 Two Wikileaks cables specifically, from March 2007 and June 2009, detail U.S. diplomat's opinions of Préval:
http://www.wikileaks.fi/cable/2007/03/07PORTAUPRINCE408.html and
http://www.wikileaks.fi/cable/2009/06/09PORTAUPRINCE575.html. In the cable from 2007, then chargé
d’affaires, Thomas C. Tighe, wrote "Préval’s weaknesses as an executive, his reflexive nationalism, and his disinterest
in managing bilateral relations in a broad diplomatic sense, will lead to periodic frictions as we move forward our
bilateral agenda." The Nation, in partnership with Haiti Liberte, has also released a series of articles detailing
revelations about Haiti from Wikileaks. Préval especially angered the U.S. with his entry into the Petrocaribe
initiative. The cables show how the US sought to stop Haiti's incorporation into Petrocaribe, despite the large
benefits. For more on the Nation's Wikileaks Haiti revelations, see:
http://www.thenation.com/article/161009/wikihaiti-nation-partners-haiti-liberte-release-secret-haiti-cables.
9 Center for Economic and Policy Research (2011).
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Finally, it is important to note that this report is not about Haiti’s government or who should be the
country’s president. Michel Martelly is the internationally recognized president and this report has
no implications with regard to the legitimacy of his government. The whole election process was
seriously flawed for many reasons, most importantly the exclusion of Haiti’s largest political party,
Fanmi Lavalas, as well as the large-scale irregularities and documented fraud. Given the irregularities
and fraud, Martelly and his supporters have reason to be angry at the decision of the CEP to exclude
him from the second round; as of course does Fanmi Lavalas, which was excluded from both
rounds of the election. A more honest solution, and one that the OAS could have endorsed, would
have been to re-run the first round of elections, with excluded parties also participating. The present
analysis does not imply that the result of the election would have been different if it had been re-run.
This paper is not intended to shed light on who should have won Haiti’s presidential election, but
rather to examine the decision by the OAS to reverse the results of the first round. A hemispheric
multilateral organization that is called upon to resolve an electoral dispute must be impartial,
regardless of the aims of its most powerful members. This paper shows that the OAS was not
impartial in this case. The founding members of CELAC may want to consider the evidence in this
episode in their attempt to secure the rights of self-determination and democracy in the Americas.
-- Mark Weisbrot

Report on the First Round of the 2010‐11 Elections in
Haiti
As reported by the CEP (Provisional Electoral Council), the winner of the first of Haiti’s 2010
presidential elections was Mirlande Manigat, who received 336,878 votes. In second place was Jude
Célestin with 241,462. Michel Martelly came in third with 234,617, and all other candidates
combined for 261,099 votes.
It would appear that these results indicated that Manigat should have faced Célestin in the second
round of elections. Unfortunately, the entire election was fatally flawed from the start—the
exclusion of the largest political party, Fanmi Lavalas from participation drove turnout to very low
levels – less than 23 percent of registered voters participated and widespread ballot tampering (both
stuffing and discarding) was documented. The results reported by the CEP excluded a significant
number of tally sheets deemed irregular for one reason or another. In an election with such obvious
flaws, it is impossible to say with confidence that the 6,845 votes separating second and third
place—less than 1.5 percent of the two-way vote-- reflected the will of the voters.
Rather than accepting the flawed results or—more reasonably—rerunning the election with
improved security and allowing the most popular political party to participate, the authorities threw
out—on the advice of the OAS—additional suspect tally sheets. Regardless of the justification, the
discarding of the vote on these tally sheets resulted in a reversal of the second and third places, by
only 0.7 percent of the two-candidate vote. Martelly, in place of Célestin, was ruled eligible for the
second round of balloting.
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In theory, overturning the results of an election should be done only when there is some degree of
certainty that the adjustment of the vote count reflects the intent of the voting population.
However, it is far from clear that the authorities in Haiti made any serious effort at such an analysis,
throwing into question the decision to overturn the election results.

Discarding Irregular Tally Sheets May Compound,
Rather than Correct, Errors
It is far from obvious that in the face of irregularities that the appropriate response is to void
unusual results. This can be demonstrated with a simple arithmetic example. Let us suppose that we
have high confidence that a particular tally sheet ought to read 120 votes for Candidate A and 50 for
Candidate B. Suppose further that the tally sheet reads 180 for Candidate A and 50 for Candidate
B— that is, we believe that the tally sheet overstates the vote for Candidate A by 60 votes.
Obviously, if we have evidence that these 60 votes are not valid, then we might want to throw out
60 votes. If, on the other hand, we entirely discard the tally sheet, we substitute an apparent error of
+60 votes for Candidate A for an apparent error of (net) +70 votes for Candidate B—a 130-vote
swing from one candidate to another.
Let us now consider a second example.
Suppose that the tally sheet read 120 votes for Candidate A and 100 for Candidate B. In such a
case, we see that Candidate B received 50 more votes than expected. Discarding the tally sheet
would result in a net swing of 20 votes in favor of Candidate B as compared to accepting all ballots,
including the suspected fraudulent ones.10
There are two lessons from these examples. The first is that voiding results works against the
candidate we expect to perform best, regardless of the recorded vote. This can be seen in both
examples; when the votes are thrown out, the candidate that we expect to have won loses the margin
that he or she is ahead for that total. The second is that if throwing out ballots does work against
one particular candidate, it is not necessarily that candidate that has benefitted from the irregular
vote. Thus, when we eliminate particular results because they do not conform to expectations, the
important thing to do is to replace those results with the results we do expect. In the first case, we
would want to eliminate the 60 excess votes for Candidate A, and in the second we would want to
eliminate the 50 excess votes for Candidate B.
Of course, in order to do this we would have to have some expectation for what a tally sheet should
look like. Our expectations may not be as clear as “120 for A and 50 for B” but if we are going to
adjust certain results for failing to conform to expectations, the corrections should push the results
closer to—not further from—the expected true result.

10 This makes ballot-stuffing in low-performing areas a no-lose prospect for the candidate that is weak in these areas.
Either the stuffing is overlooked, netting Candidate B the 50 suspect votes, or the tally sheet is thrown out, netting
Candidate B the 70 votes by which Candidate A likely won.
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Forming Expectations
Even prior to overturning the first round results, the election authorities threw out a large number
of tally sheets. The point is not that the OAS and CEP ought to have incorporated imputations into
the official count, but that they did in fact impute zeros for these sheets. As the above examples
show, these imputations may have driven the final total away from our best estimate of the true
balloting.
The CEP election data provides a trove of useful information.11 Data is broken down by tally sheet.
Tally sheets are assigned to Voting Centers, Voting Centers to Sections, Sections to Communes, and
Communes to Departments within the country. Perhaps most importantly, when multiple tally
sheets are assigned to single Voting Centers, it is with the understanding that the first 450 voters
registered (alphabetically) at that Center are recorded on the first tally sheet, the next 450 to the
second tally sheet and so forth until the last tally sheet which holds any remainder. Poll workers at
the Center may be recorded on any sheet, but their numbers should be small. Thus, all but the last
tally sheet should—except for random variation—show identical results. The last tally sheet should
be identical—again except for random variation—in proportion, but with possibly lower turnout
than the other sheets.12
Having information in, say, a tally sheet within a Voting Center provides information about what
other tally sheets in the same Voting Center ought to look like. Similarly, information about the
accepted voting patterns within a Voting Center may provide clues as to what the pattern looks like
throughout a Section. And so on. Of course, there may be considerable variation from Voting
Center to Voting Center even within a Section, so this must be taken into account. However, within
a Voting Center the variation should be small.
We therefore ask what the data suggests the excluded ballots looked like. In a previous report,
CEPR performed a simple analysis showing that areas where ballots went missing tended to be more
in favor of Celestin than the country as a whole.13 Here, we present a more rigorous and
sophisticated statistical analysis. We pool all the vote totals by tally sheet for every candidate into a
single multilevel random-effects Poisson model. We regress the (log) vote for each candidate in
each tally sheet against a constant, assuming a random effect for each Department, nesting a random
effect for each Commune within its Department, nesting a random effect for each Section within its
Commune, and a random effect for each Voting Center within its Section.
We also employ an “exposure” variable equal to 450 for observations at tally sheets other than the
last at a given Voting Center—reflecting voter registration.14 The last tally sheet at each Voting
11 This data is no longer publicly available from the CEP, but CEPR put together a data set while the website was still
active. Very minor transcription errors may still exist.
12 Because the assignments are by alphabet, it is possible for a family effect to appear. That is, the likelihood of one
family member voting may be increased given that another family member voted. Furthermore, the likelihood of
one family member voting for a given candidate also may be raised given that another family member so voted.
Because the votes of family members with the same surname would most likely also be recorded on the same tally
sheet, such effects would result in greater variation among the tally sheets in a Voting Center than would otherwise
be expected.
13 Johnston and Weisbrot (2011).
14 Use of an “exposure” variable in the model means including the log of the exposure on the right-hand side of the
equation. The coefficient is confined to one, so that effectively it turns the dependent variable from a (log) count
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Center being a remainder, the registration at the sheet has neither a particular connection to any
other sheets in the Voting Center nor a connection to remainder sheets at other Voting Centers.
Where possible, we estimate the relative turnout at the remainder sheet in comparison to any other
sheets within the center.15 We use the average relative turnout at these sheets to impute the relative
turnout among the rest. Thus, if the relative turnout at a last tally sheet is 0.5, then the exposure is
225.
Assuming that the random effects are normal and the resulting errors are distributed according to a
Poisson distribution, this allows maximum-likelihood estimation of the nationwide turnout as well as
the variances and covariances16 of the random effects. The estimation allows for direct prediction of
much of the tally-sheet data, but not always. For some data, an estimate is only available by drawing
entirely at random based the estimated distributions of the random effects specific to the geography
of the tally sheet. Finally, we simulate the Poisson variation around the predicted vote. Because the
draws are random, we multiply impute the data with 1,000 such simulations, totaling up each
candidate’s vote at the end of each run.
The result is a distribution of possible results consistent with the accepted data.

Results Based on the CEP Data
The results from imputing any missing candidate totals can be seen in Figure 1. The point labeled
“CEP” shows the total vote for Martelly and Célestin based on all the available data in the
election—assuming no outliers beyond those tally sheets originally excluded by the authorities. This
shows Célestin with a 7,109 vote lead—a difference of less than 1.5 percent of the two-way vote.17
The cloud of green points surrounding the CEP result represents the 1000 simulated vote totals in
the non-excluded areas only – i.e. the areas for which we have recorded votes that were accepted by
the CEP. The variation represents uncertainty in the turnout for each candidate. While the
uncertainty is considerable at any individual tally sheet, the aggregate totals do not vary nearly
enough to question the outcome. The average margin of votes for Célestin over Martelly ranged
from 5,034 to 9,256—accounting for 1.1 to 1.9 percent of the two-candidate total.
The above results still assume that we have voided all the missing and excluded ballots originally
identified and voided by the CEP. If based on our model we impute expected votes for the missing
data, we find that Célestin’s margin is increased considerably—winning these areas more than 2:1
relative to Martelly. On average, Célestin outpolls Martelly in these simulations by 40,112 votes.
These results are shown in the blue cluster in Figure 1. Despite considerable variation in the
into a log-rate (one is effectively dividing the dependent variable by the exposure prior to taking the log.) The result
is that the model is actually of voting rates—the number of votes a candidate receives in proportion to the estimated
number of registered voters.
15 For details of this process, see the section on outlier detection.
16 Specifically, in each level we allow for a common covariance in the effects among the candidates, so that areas of
high turnout for Candidate A may also be low turnout for Candidate B. Or it may be also high for Candidate B, as
the data indicates.
17 The 264-vote difference between this number and the official CEP result is likely due to minor transcription error.
Figure 1 shows the official result, but the difference is too small to be visible in the figure.
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outcomess, Célestin leed in all 1000 simulation
ns, with a miinimum votee lead of 29,,660 votes, o
or 5.4
percent of
o the two-waay vote.
FIGURE 1
Election Results
R

Source: CE
EP Preliminary
y Results (CEP
PR Dataset)

Based puurely on the initial count,, then, there is no reasonn to suspectt that Célestiin failed to ggarner
more vottes than Marttelly, and reason to believve that Célesttin’s margin is considerab
bly larger thaan the
18
initial CE
EP count indiicates.

The OAS
O
Ex
xclusion
ns
The abovve results are dependentt on the non
n-missing daata to be acccurate. If w
we have reaso
on to
suspect th
hat tally sheeets geographiically similar to those misssing or excluuded by the C
CEP overstatte the
margin fo
or Célestin, th
hen our simuulations will similarly
s
favoor Célestin.
There is some reason
n to be suspiccious. Of th
he 313 votingg centers witth CEP excluusions, 65 co
ontain
tally sheets that the OAS
O subsequeently excludeed. (The OA
AS also excludded tally sheets in anotheer 110
voting centers.)

18 A secon
nd set of simulaations in which
h uncertainties in
n the regressionn coefficients w
were also accouunted for did no
ot
noticeably impact the results, despite the fact that th
he computationnal cost was verry large.
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In fact, th
he OAS excllusions are off tally sheets that significcantly favor C
Célestin. If w
we simply rem
move
these exccluded tally sh
heets, Martellly takes the lead by a meere 2,961 vottes19—less th
han 0.7 perceent of
the two-w
way vote. (This is seen att the point lab
beled “OAS”” in Figure 22.)
As in Figgure 1, there is some uncertainty in th
he simulationn of the non-excluded daata, as seen b
by the
red cloud
d of results surrounding
s
the OAS tottal. Still, all simulations showed thatt Martelly an
nd not
Célestin won
w a place in the runofff election, given
g
the OA
AS exclusionss (by at leastt 951 votes o
or 0.2
percent of
o the two-caandidate votee.) But if wee impute for the missing and excluded data, Célesstin is
again the clear winnerr with a min
nimum margiin of 19,184 votes or 3.6 percent of tthe two-way vote.
This is sh
hown in the blue
b cluster in
n Figure 2.
Despite this
t relativelyy large margin (with respeect to the offficial countss) Célestin’s llead over Maartelly
is considerably smalleer than priorr to voiding the OAS exxclusions. A
Analysis afterr OAS excluusions
n lead (39,2668) was less than the avverage lead p
prior to the OAS
indicates that the larggest Célestin
ns (40,112)
exclusion
FIGURE 2
Election Results
R
(with exclusions)
e

Source: CE
EP Preliminary
y Results (CEP
PR Dataset)

It is worrth looking at
a what the result would
d be if we iimpute only for the OA
AS exclusions and
continue to void the CEP missingg and exclud
ded data. Eveen in this caase, Célestin wins 998 off 1000
simulations. This is seen
s
in the grreen cloud of
o Figure 2. M
Martelly’s larrgest lead in this accountting is
19 Accordiing the OAS rep
port, after excluusions Martellyy led Celestin byy 3,225 votes.
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a mere 1994 votes, or 0.04 percentt of the votees for the tw
wo candidatess. The fact tthat the resuults lie
much clo
oser to a tiee than the official
o
CEP result pointts to the OA
AS exclusion
ns revising ddown
Célestin’ss margin of support
s
in th
hese areas. That
T
is, the ttally sheets ggeographicallly similar to those
excluded by the OAS provide less of a margin to Célestin tthan the actuual exclusionss.
on the
Nevertheeless, this still provides sccant basis forr overturningg the results of the election. Based o
evidence provided, more
m
legitimaate ballots were
w
cast forr Célestin thhan were casst for Martellly, in
either casse; and of co
ourse the most importantt estimation iis the one thhat imputes ffor all missing and
excluded data.
Let us co
onsider one possible objjection to th
his simulationn. Specificaally, we know
w that there were
widespreaad allegations of ballot-sttuffing. Supp
pose that thee stuffing wass so widespreead that we st
still do
not have much faith in the accuraacy of the daata geographhically similarr to the areaas excluded b
by the
d OAS. If th
he data geoggraphically siimilar to thee missing balllots themsellves overstatte the
CEP and
support for
f Célestin, then any im
mputations based
b
on thee retained daata will simillarly overstatte the
votes for Célestin.
FIGURE 3
Election Results
R
(with more
m
exclusion
ns)

Source: CE
EP Preliminary
y Results (CEP
PR Dataset)

Though we
w have no immediate basis for thiis suggestionn, let us expperiment along these lin
nes by
asserting that a missin
ng or excludeed tally sheett contaminattes the entiree Voting Cen
nter from wh
hich it
came. This
T
results in exclusion of 30 perceent of the tw
wo-way votee on top of th
he CEP and OAS
exclusion
ns. Rather th
han increasin
ng Martelly’s lead, throwinng out the bballots in thesse Voting Ceenters
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reversed the results back to Célestin with a 159,492-157,021 count. The 2,471-vote margin
represents a slim 0.8 percent of the two-way vote. Nevertheless, the simulated range of outcomes
with no imputation of missing and excluded data shows Célestin winning every instance with
margins from 0.2 to 1.5 percent of the vote. Again, this is seen in the red cloud of Figure 3.
The green points in Figure 3 show the results of imputing the contaminated tally sheets (but not the
actual exclusions.) As can be seen, the effect of accounting for contamination pulls the results to the
left (relative to no-contamination) in favor of Célestin. Whereas Figure 2 showed all 1000
simulations without imputation of exclusions favoring Martelly, Figure 3 shows Martelly winning in
193 simulations.
Finally, when all missing/excluded/contaminated tally sheets are imputed, simulations again show
Célestin with a significant lead. Relative to Martelly, Célestin received between 14,088 and 61,625
more votes—some 2.8 to 11.8 percent of the two-way vote. This shows once again that no matter
what exclusions are made, when all available information is used to estimate for missing and
excluded data, Célestin still comes in ahead of Martelly.

Conclusion
The initial CEP results showed Célestin leading Martelly by 0.6 percent of all votes counted—
despite the absence of nearly 200,000 votes (15 percent of the total) that by all indications favored
Célestin. Once the OAS excluded an additional 50,935 votes that broke better than 2:1 for Célestin,
the CEP declared Martelly and not Célestin eligible to participate in the second round of the election
with a lead corresponding to 0.3 percent of the remaining ballots.
According to the final report of the OAS, the “critical question facing the Expert Mission was did
the irregularities of November 28 impact the outcome of the presidential election?” The Mission
considered four approaches to remedy the high rate of irregularities in the tally sheets. Of these,
three— voiding the entire election, conducting a revote in selected problem areas, or conducting a
nationwide recount—would have at least addressed that question. It is most unfortunate that the
OAS chose to simply throw out selected ballots for technical reasons.
This procedure does not even begin to answer the “critical question” because no effort was made to
investigate whether simply disallowing certain ballots would attenuate or exacerbate the problem of
irregularities on the vote count.
Having failed utterly to answer the “critical question,” it is absurd for the OAS to then reverse the
results of the first round of the election, or to support any results. It is understandable for the OAS
to withhold support of the preliminary results on agnostic grounds, but it defies reason to then
recommend that “the placement of the second and third candidates will be reversed and bring the
preliminary results of the presidential election in line with the intent of the voters who cast their votes.” [emphasis
added]
In fact, the OAS has no basis whatsoever for that determination. Further, the data strongly suggests
exactly the opposite. By all indications from the data, those who cast their votes did so in favor of
Célestin over Martelly.
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